Join the OptiNav
(Carl Zeiss Group) team!
OptiNav is a great place to work for people who appreciate the flexible
working hours and a good atmosphere. The company is still developing,
and needs more talents and new ideas. We specialize in optical
navigation and machine vision for the industrial and medical
applications. Our mission is the sustainable growth by realization of
development research and customized solutions. We are a research
partner of Carl Zeiss Group and alliance partner of National
Instruments company. Be part of it!

We are looking for:

Software R&D
Engineer (C#)
Place of work:
Gdynia, PPNT, Poland
Join our software engineering
team and have fun discovering the
technology limits. Learn the C#
language world and combine it
with the newest medical and
industrial R&D projects. Big Data,
Machine Vision or maybe System
Integration: bring your crazy ideas
and dive into the technical world in
order to make our customers
happy.

Apply if you have
a self-driven desire to learn
and master current and new
technologies in the field of
vision systems.

Your job to take:

Your skills to extend:

C# programming
developing applications
testing applications
planning software tests
documenting work in English
cooperation with medical research and industry

We offer you:
diversity of tasks and modern equipment
good money and flexible working hours
friendly work environment
an individual development plan

We also invite students to
apply.

good knowledge of high level C# programming language
experience in execution and testing of written software
good spoken and written English
openness of mind, creativity and teamwork
analytic mind and the skill to organize work
degree in software, electronics, computer science
or electrical engineering

Additional benefits…
Free technical training
beautiful Baltic Sea and summer party feeling
international projects
group insurance

Apply, If you want to add innovation to the software engineering world... career@optinav.pl
2018-05

Please include in your CV a consent for your personal data to be processed for the purposes of recruitment.
Connect to innovation at www.optinav.pl, www.facebook.com/Optinav/

